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      “[This text] provides an excellent starting point to engage in the field (and key debates) concerning mixed methods as practice and theory.”




  
          Holly Thomas




              


    
      



 


 
      “I love the perspective that this book takes. It embraces a broad view of the landscape of mixed methods research (MMR) and provides the reader with a ‘one-stop shop’ for operationalizing MMR. I believe it can serve as a ‘field guide’ to the broad and often confusing world of MMR.”




  
          Theresa A. Beery




              


    
      



 


 
      “I appreciate seeing that the author(s) provided up-to-date and the most cutting-edge references on mixed methods for the reader to seek out, as needed.”




  
          Daphne C. Watkins




              


    
      



 


 
      “I loved the tables and textboxes. They were full of so much information and very useful to reflect on as one reads the narrative.” 




  
          Deborah Gioia




              


    
      



 


 
      "It is kind of refreshing to see this new theoretical perspective for MMR that goes beyond the acknowledgement that MMR fills a void in the field of methodology as following or being viewed only from the philosophical lens of pragmatism…Their content…represents yet another viable theoretical perspective beyond pragmatism"




  
          Arturo Olivárez, Jr.




              


    
      



 


 
      Great book, but more advanced than my year 2 UG module demands.

Denoted additional reading (for the keen students).




  
          Professor ROSANNA COUSINS
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    This title is also available on SAGE Research Methods, the ultimate digital methods library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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